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Meghan & Harry, Kate & William,
Meghan... they must add your name to the RoyalFoundation website.
I need to write many awfull letters, so I give you the shortlist into the Future.
When Kate & William got married, I had clear sentences inside my head, like"Love is always in the missing
trees'.
For you and Harry... I run into Lama's.....
'They have their own personality'.
Meghan, the personality of the Lama protects you.
Meghan's G-duty:
Cleanup NGOs, where IPM Desiree can't go... at the moment.
Youthcrime can easily be restrained, on the condition that kids get Law-education.
In Holland Schoolboards still think that they are funny when they lobby in both: DictatorshipNL + RepublicNL.
I can explane and prove a million times 'that crime increases due to the Lack of a State of Law in NL... but
rulers still believe 'that they are funny'.
Narcism turns into psychopatic-rituals... in a growing group of criminal-minded Dictors & co.
In Holland, crime is finding its new set of lines at the moment; up North.

Torture-treaty = Galaxy-gift.
Meghan, because you are new in the herd... you can use another communication=model.
Choose the Troture-treaty as you Anchor to fall back on in difficult times.
Say it, to the people:'I am going to take the Torture-treaty as my anchor coming years... to remove Youthcrime
from Earth'.
All Embassadors start to Bungy-jump behind their desk; that their problem.
The Torture-treaty gives you acces to the brain of the Kids... in a way it doesn't hurt....
Its an easy-to use treaty, next to the Childrens-treaty.
O, forget about the Women's treaty; men are being discriminated too.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=53c73868da&jsver=IUfdA9tT4PU.nl.&view=pt&search=sent&th=1602106d33fd2b1b&siml=1602106d33…
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Communicate Neutral - like I do - and you can say anything everywhere.... People respect you for honesty,
when you are not afraid to Clean up with the UN chaters - Torturetreaty in your hands.
BREXIT
BREXIT-negotiators want both: Dictatorship NL + Republic NL.
Because they do I started in ICClawcase against them; billions of euro's are being wasted on their theaterplay.
The clock ticks away the People's life... while they suffer. Wrong.
Meghan, take the EU-Future-proof-treaty as a foundation for BREXIT.
BREXIT is No Longer needed thanks to the EU- Future-Proof treaty.
Politicians don't want to admitt this publicly.

InterimPrimeMinister in NL - USA - Japan - NorthKorea - Iran - Russia.
What is it good for?
Well, Trump can't work anymore.
Japan President Abe can not grow into a narcist - psychopath.
NK will move onto to agriculture and so...whether Kim-jong-un likes it or not.
Iran Khomeini laughs and torments the Saudi in the media; who torments back.
Turkey - Erdogan - tries to copy my skills, but forgot the give the people a new Constitution with Cleanuppower inside the Municipal - District - Parliament.
Africa is blackmaling NL in every document.
India... can never become a victim of the 100% Spylaw which will be put into power in june2018.
EU is only fighting over Labourcontracts for the Elite.
Holland? NL is hell for me personally to residence in.
I am loosing my Talent & Life overhere.
Okay, I am suppose to get a new emailaddress in a protectec emailbox this week.
I will publish this email on www.republiek-nederland-18nov2016.com
InterimPrimeMinister-tab.

You don't need to act, Meghan.
You can just be yourself.
DesireeStokkel
www.desireestokkel-nl.net
www.criminelerechters-criminal-judges.com
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